
Bunny DeBarge’s

TALK TOPICS
FOR PAID SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Topic 1: Surviving, Overcoming & Faith

Talk Title: How To Free Yourself Of Dark Family Secrets

Description: All that glitters isn't gold. During the late seventies and eighties, DeBarge became

R&B music royalty but today the group's lone female member and eldest sibling, known

professionally as Bunny DeBarge, will sing a different tune; a tune that won't always be in

perfect harmony like the background vocals on their hit songs, "A Dream", "Time Will Reveal",



"I Like It" and "Stay With Me", just to name a few. To understand the DeBarge story, we'll need

to rewind our journey all the way back to the 1950's. Her deeply insightful and compelling story,

themed with admissions of early childhood trauma from the violence and sexual abuse her and

her famous siblings suffered at the hands of a trusted family member, later leading to drug

addiction and abuse as young adults, may leave you wondering how she’s still standing before

you today.

Attendee Results:

*Learn how a family rooted in the church fell from grace and how Bunny DeBarge bounced back

better than ever.

*Be encouraged to set yourself free of family secrets through forgiveness and self love, so you

can move on to live your best life.

Inspired by: “The Kept Ones: DeBarge, The Beginning Years” | A memoir by Bunny DeBarge.

Topic 2: Resilience, Faith and Motivation

Talk Title: How I Overcame Drug Addiction And The Fame Years:

Description: To the world DeBarge was R&B music royalty but today the group's lone female

member and sibling, known professionally as Bunny DeBarge, will sing a different tune. Bunny

presents captivating revelations detailing her family's rise to the top of R&B music royalty and

how they each came tumbling down, one DeBarge member at a time. Bunny's definitive story of

what began as a glamorous life, takes a dark and turbulent turn.This is the inspiring story of a

beautiful, extremely gifted and hopeful musical family and how they navigated through the best

and the toughest of times, with many of their hardships playing out in the public eye. Participants

will be astonished with the way in which Bunny DeBarge so eloquently delivers her testimony

about her life as she saw it, and how she untangles the importance of forgiveness, the value of

self-awareness and the importance of recognizing that GOD's hand was on her life.

Attendee Results:

*Learn the process Bunny DeBarge used to restore her faith and reinvent herself.

*Learn to embrace hardships as life lessons.
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*Develop the ability to reset and recharge your life each and every day.

*For those like Bunny DeBarge, who are re-entering the entertainment business later in life,

you’ll walk away with tips on how not to be discouraged.

*Attendees can expect relatable humor, a little singing and plenty of motivation and

encouragement from Bunny DeBarge.

Inspired by: “The Kept Ones: DeBarge, The Fame Years” | A memoir by Bunny DeBarge.

Fees: Virtual Events $6 to $11,000 | In Person Events $12 to $25,000. The exact price

depends on speech length, if a music performance is included, if photos with guests are

needed, if autographs are provided, and any other additional requests that the event

organizers request in advance. | Additional details can be negotiated at time of booking.

Time: Typical speech lasts about 50 minutes and allows additional, 15 to 20 minutes, for

questions from the audience if applicable. With advance notice we can create a speech

agenda that better accommodates the theme and schedule of the event.

Requirements: All expenses including food, lodging and round trip travel for Bunny

DeBarge and her assistant/personal manager are covered prior to traveling. | Allow time

before the event begins for Bunny DeBarge to visit and experience the area that she will

perform her speech and run a sound check | Please provide her with a draft event agenda

in advance and an official agenda upon arrival with important names and times highlighted.

| If the event is a dinner party or if speakers must be seated in the audience, please reserve

a place for Bunny DeBarge and her assistant/personal manager | If the event is recorded

please provide a copy of the video or audio along with any photos to Bunny DeBarge

management. Please have water available near the stage for someone to bring to her if

needed. | We’d like an opportunity to speak with the event DJ to coordinate Bunny’s

performance |Additional requirements and/or special requests may be included via email.
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